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Charles I Trial

Topic of Forum

Miss Cecily Wedgwood, Historian, Speaker

Miss Cecily Veronica Wedgwood, British historian, scholar and lecturer, took part in the first Charles I Trial held last Wednesday (March 13) as the representative of the American Historical Association. She has written extensively on the trial and was currently in the United States on an extended tour of the West Coast. In her speech, she was critical of the way in which the trial was conducted and highlighted the importance of understanding the historical context of the trial. She called for a more balanced and nuanced view of Charles I and his reign, which she believed was too often portrayed in a one-dimensional manner.

By the Way...

by John Bradley

There is deserved caution among law enforcement officials when they try to analyze the factors that lead to crimes. Henry Cabot Lodge was gunned down by five hit men on February 10th. The investigation is not yet complete, but the police believe that the crime was a contract killing. Lodge, a former senator and professor at Harvard Law School, was a prominent figure in American politics. The case has garnered much attention and has raised questions about the effectiveness of law enforcement in tracking down criminals.

IRC Members Hear Barghoorn on Soviet Propaganda

by Jim Hake

Five members of the Internal Affairs Committee of the College Council met with Henry T. Cabot Lodge, Jr. on Wednesday evening (March 13). Lodge, a former senator and U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, spoke about his experiences working in the Soviet Union and his views on Soviet propaganda. The committee, which has been investigating complaints about the university's lack of neutrality in the Cold War, expressed interest in Lodge's insights.

Peek Around the Campus

by Carl Peck

Several IURC dams females visited the campus last week. The women were interested in learning more about the courses offered and the university's facilities. The campus was lively with activity, and the women were impressed by the modern buildings and the vibrant community.

Don't Walk on That Grass

The M.S.G.A. has recently announced a new rule which states that anyone who walks on the East or West campus bordering Route 422 will be subject to a fine of five dollars. The rule follows the formula: "If a person steps on the grass bordering Route 422, he/she will be fined $5.00."

Compulsion Won't Do It

After two months under the new Chaplain program, it is perhaps time to begin thinking about some more pressing problem in that field. No one will deny, particularly not the freshmen and sophomores, that the effects cannot be overlooked. However, the Chaplain program still remains as an enforced religious indoctrination, non-sectarian to the extent that it is enforced in a way that means the horse cannot be foreclosed to drink. There are students who are interested in Chaplain and who would attend if it were not compulsory.

The students that are benefiting from the program, Religion, even in a church related school, should not be compulsory. Argued on strictly religious grounds, one would never be impressed by a court, nor should one feel that the facts must be considered, how "cut-campers" in direct disobedience to the rules. Supposedly, the rule is meant to preserve the beauty of the front campus. There is no doubt that it will mean that no one will sit on the lawns of the front campus. The Chaplain program is meant to show that they hope enforcement of the regulation and imposition of the five-dollar fine will not be necessary. But they also have stressed that they will enforce the rule of the necessary.

Kaffe Klatsch

Deteriorism-Free Will

This past Friday's Kaffe Klatsch brought Ursinus students an opportunity to hear a prominent speaker discuss the topic of Free Will. The subject was well-received by the attendees, who showed interest in the discussion and participated in a lively Q&A session. The speaker, a well-known scholar in the field of philosophy, discussed the classical arguments for and against determinism, and argued that free will is an essential aspect of human existence. The discussion concluded with a call for continued exploration of these complex issues.

Seek Art Exchange With Muhlenberg

Contact has been made with Muhlenberg College, offering to exchange art exhibitions between the two institutions. The idea was presented by the Art Exchange Committee of both colleges, and the proposal is currently under consideration. If accepted, the exchange will provide an opportunity for students and faculty from both institutions to engage with and learn from each other's artistic traditions.
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State Seeks to Annul College Charter
Integration, Ira Mississippians
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Gulf Oil Grant...

Norrison in 1923 after approximately four years employ­

ment with the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. At that time

he began work as an assistant in the treasurer's office at Ursi­

num College, eventually be­

coming a chief accountant there, and since 1951 has been man­

ager of the office. He is a mem­

ber of First Presbyterian Church, Norristown.

As the college's financial of­

ficer for so many years Mr. Rue

says that he has "lived through the days when we were a million dollars and more in debt, and had much less than a half mil­

lion dollars endowment. In re­

cent years, thanks to the sup­

port of business and industry as

interested in the Gulf Oil

gift, and the generosity of indi­

viduals, churches, and founda­

tions, we have been able to ac­

tually much needed new build­

ings, wipe out our debt, and in­

crease our endowment to more

than four million dollars. If how­

ever, the college is to meet the

larger demands of the fu­

ture, it must increase its finan­

cial resources," Mr. Rue added.
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The audience, only relatively a few years ago an excel­

lent performer, has had the oppor­

tunity to attend that college for

approximately four years. This is

a great addition to the student

body, although predominantly

black is also integrated.
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The Ursinus women's third team is making a name for itself on the varsity and Junior Varsity teams, with the help of the college's Mercy College on Thursday last. True to form, the UC girls defeated Ursinus tomorrow night, 85-62. In the first game, UC held the advantage from the start, the quadruple win playing games at 62-44 in U-C favor. Consistently throughout, UC held the UC victory at 64-49. The dominant factor was made from the floor, being slightly lower at 67 per cent and usually weak when it is in the air. Overall, UC is 50-20 per cent. In the first half, Barrie Maxwell, who has shaped up with 10 points, and Sandy, who made from 12 shots. Both girls showed how solidly made up, Barrie made 10 of 17 shots, and Sandy made 8 of 10 points. UC's obvious asset in accuracy made it a victory easily earned.

UC's dominance was based on their defense, on the Gynasium, JV. Due to the late hour, the quarts were over to 60 minutes. On the hour clock running on jump balls. UC held the advantage of a mere five points and won the decision 60-56. Scientists among the players and substitutes: special credit: grants of Frat Merre and Frase Talmane, who both showed how solidly made up, Barrie made 10 of 17 shots, and Sandy made 8 of 10 points. UC's obvious asset in accuracy made it a victory easily earned.
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